A new plug-in rule procedure for bandwidth selection in kernel circular density estimation is introduced. The performance of this proposal is checked throughout a simulation study considering a variety of circular distributions exhibiting multimodality, peakedness and/or skewness. The plug-in rule behaviour is also compared with other existing bandwidth selectors. The method is illustrated with two classical datasets of cross-beds layers and animal orientation.
Introduction
Circular data appear in a large variety of disciplines, such as ecology, metereology or environmental sciences (see Mardia and Jupp, 2000 for examples) . The analysis of circular data has been approached from parametric and nonparametric perspectives, existing a broad statistical literature on parametric methods. The classical von Mises distribution may be used to fit some real data, such as the azimuth dataset in Section 4, but multimodal distributions appear naturally in practical situations. A more flexible model considering mixtures of von Mises distributions to fit sudden infant deaths is used by Mooney et al. (2003) , although the results did not suggest a multimodal situation. A parametric family for circular models with two diametrically opposed modes is introduced by Abe and Pewsey (2011) , who illustrate its behaviour in animal orientation studies. More complex but unimodal features can be described by the four-parameter collection of distribution families proposed by Jones and Pewsey (2011) , namely the inverse Batschelet distributions, which accounts for skewness and peakedness (far from the nicely bell-shaped von Mises distribution). In these contexts, parameter estimation can be done by maximum likelihood and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) allows for fit diagnostic. However, in a general setting, determining a specific parametric family accounting for multimodality and/or asymmetry may not be an easy task.
An alternative to parametric families, both inferentially and as a descriptive tool, is the kernel density estimation proposed for the general case of spherical data by Hall et al. (1987) , following the ideas of the classical kernel density estimator for linear data. Theoretical properties have been studied by Hall et al. (1987) , who derived the expressions for bias, variance and loss (squared-loss and KullbackLeibler discrepancy), and Klemelä (2000) , who studied the estimation of the density derivatives. As in any nonparametric procedure, a smoothing parameter must be chosen, minimizing some error criterion. The use of cross-validation bandwidths is suggested by Hall et al. (1987) and more recently, Taylor (2008) derived a rule of thumb for bandwidth selection in circular density estimation. Although providing a simple choice in practice, the performance of this selector may be extremely poor in some distribution settings involving multimodality, peakedness or skewness.
The goal of this work is to introduce a new procedure for selecting the smoothing parameter in kernel circular density estimation that performs well in distributional scenarios far from the von Mises case.
Our proposal is based on the simple idea of the rule of thumb proposed by Taylor (2008) , but allowing more flexibility in the underlying model. This further flexibility is achieved by considering mixtures of von Mises distributions as a reference for asymptotic mean integrated square error minimization. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the introduction of the kernel density estimator for circular data, revising different bandwidth selection procedures and introducing the new method. The performance of the new procedure is checked in a simulation study in Section 3, considering a wide class of circular density families, involving multimodality, peakedness and skewness.
The technique is illustrated with some classical data in Section 4.
Circular kernel density estimation
Given a random sample of angles Θ 1 , Θ 2 , . . . , Θ n ∈ [0, 2π) from some unknown density f , the kernel circular density estimator of f is defined as:
where K ν is the circular kernel function with concentration parameter ν > 0 (see Di Marzio et al., 2009 ). As a circular kernel, the von Mises distribution can be considered. Also known as the circular Normal, the von Mises distribution, vM (µ, κ), is a symmetric unimodal distribution characterized by a mean direction µ ∈ [0, 2π), and concentration parameter κ ≥ 0, with probability density function
where I r denotes the modified Bessel function of order r. With this specific kernel, the density estimator is given by:f
(1)
A critical issue when using this estimator in practice is the choice of the smoothing parameter ν. Large values of ν lead to highly variable (undersmoothed) estimators, whereas small values of ν imply low concentration of the kernel, providing oversmoothed estimators for the circular density.
Usually, the bandwidth parameter is selected in order to minimize some error criterion, such as the mean integrated squared error (MISE, M ISE(ν) = E( (f − f ) 2 )). The asymptotic expression for the MISE (AMISE) is derived by Di Marzio et al. (2009) . For the circular kernel estimator (1), the AMISE(ν) when ν → ∞ and √ νn −1 → 0 is given by:
where f ′′ denotes the second-order derivative of the target density to be estimated, which measures the curvature of f . Densities with marked modes will give a larger value of its integral, whereas the lowest value is achieved by a circular uniform model.
A rule of thumb, adapting the idea of Silverman (1986) for bandwidth selection in linear kernel estimation, was proposed by Taylor (2008) . Assuming that the data follow a von Mises distribution with concentration parameter κ, the bandwidth minimizing the AMISE can be estimated bŷ
whereκ is obtained by maximum likelihood. This selector performs satisfactorily in fitting unimodal symmetric distributions, without highly peaked modes but its behaviour can be dramatically misleading in the presence of antipodal modes and/or skewed distributions (see Section 3). A very simple example arises when mixing two population with opposite centers but in the same proportion and with the same concentration parameters. The estimateκ will return a value close to zero, which corresponds with a circular uniform distribution. Consequently, a small value forν RT will be obtained resulting in an oversmoothed kernel estimator for the circular density.
An alternative route would be to plug-in a more flexible distribution family as a reference density in the AMISE. For that purpose, a mixture of von Mises can be considered. A finite mixture of M von Mises distributions, vM (µ i , κ i ) with proportions α i , i = 1, . . . , M , has density:
In fact, the circular kernel density estimator in (1) can be seen as a mixture of n von Mises distributions, centered in the data sample and with common concentration parameter ν.
The proposed plug-in bandwidth selector,ν P I , is obtained as follows:
Step 1. Based on the sample information, select the number of mixture components M for the reference distribution.
Step 2. Estimate the parameters in the von Mises mixture (4), (µ i , κ i , α i ), for i = 1, . . . , M and compute the integral (f ′′ (θ)) 2 dθ. Plug-in this quantity in the AMISE expression (2) to get AMISE(ν).
Step 3. Minimize AMISE(ν) and obtainν P I .
For
Step 1, the selection of the number of mixture components in the reference distribution can be done by AIC, considering different numbers of mixtures. Maximum likelihood estimation via EM algorithm is used for Step 2 (see Banerjee et al., 2005) . The integral in Step 2 can be efficiently computed numerically, by quadrature methods. In
Step 3, an optimization method can be used, in order to minimize the AMISE. Details on the algorithm implementation with further explanation referring to each step will be given in Section 3.
This type of plug-in rules are not the only alternative to smoothing parameter selection, and some other data-driven procedures were already proposed by Hall et al. (1987) using cross-validation ideas. In order to check the performance of the proposed method, its behaviour will be compared also with a likelihood cross-validation bandwidth. Precisely, the likelihood cross-validation bandwidtĥ ν LCV is obtained by maximizing:
wheref −i denotes the circular kernel density estimator (1) leaving out the i-th observation. Our empirical experiments show a more stable behaviour of this selector compared with the classical least-squares cross-validation method (see also Taylor, 2008) .
Simulation study
The efectiveness of the new bandwidth selection method described in the previous section has been compared with the rule of thumb defined in (3) and likelihood cross-validation (5) Figure   1 for plots and the Appendix for specific formulae). Technical details on these distribution models can be found in Jammalamadaka and SenGupta (2001), Mardia and Jupp (2000) and Pewsey (2000) . For illustration purposes, the models have been classified in four groups, according to their complexity: For each distribution model, 1000 random samples of sizes n = 100, 250 and 500 were generated. Simulations were also obtained for sample size 1000, with similar results to those corresponding to 500 data, so they are ommitted. In Tables 1, 2 and 3, the average integrated squared errors, ISE (ISE = (f − f ) 2 ) of the circular kernel density estimator (1), considering different bandwidth selectors are shown. For each bandwidth selector, the average ISE over the 1000 replicates will be denoted, for the sake of simplicity, by M ISE(ν). Specifically, the performance of the new plug-in ruleν P I will be compared with the rule of thumbν RT and the cross-validation bandwidthν LCV . As a benchmark, the minimum average ISE has been computed for a broad grid of bandwidth parameters, denoted in the tables by M ISE(ν 0 ).
In Section 2, a brief outline of the proposed algorithm for bandwidth selection has been given. Specific details in order to clarify its implementation in practice will be provided along this section. The simulations have been carried out in R (see R Development Core Team, 2011), with self-programmed code for the kernel density estimator, the rule of thumb bandwidth proposed by Taylor (2008) the cross-validation bandwidth and the plug-in rule proposal.
Step 1 in the algorithm requires the selection of the number of mixtures for the reference distribution.
Note that the rule of thumb proposed in Taylor (2008) corresponds to M = 1. We have tried the procedure with fixed M in all the scenarios, obtainingν M P I , for M = 2, 3, 4, 5 and observing that even with M = 2, the plug-in rule gives better results than M = 1. Just for illustrating our conclusions, the MISE values forν RT andν M =2 P I can be seen in Table 1 , for n = 100. M ISE(ν0): benchmark average integrated squared error. Sample size: n = 100. Models M1-M20 distributed by complexity: M1-M6 (simple models); M7-M10 (two components models); M11-M16 (models with more than two components);
M17-M20 (other complex models).
Small values of M are suitable for simple models for any sample size (see Table 1 for M = 2 and n = 100), and large values of M are a good choice for complex models and moderate and large sample sizes. Hence, fixing the number of mixtures M does not produce satisfactory results in all the simulation scenarios. The AIC criterion provides a data driven procedure for selecting M , so Step 1 in the algorithm is done as follows: AIC is computed for mixtures of M = 2, 3, 4, 5 von Mises distributions and the selected number of mixtures M for the reference distribution is the one minimizing the AIC.
For sample size n = 100 (see Table 1 ), the plug-in ruleν P I is competitive with the other bandwidth selectors. The AIC criterion tends to select a large value for M , which may be damaging in some simple models compared with the results forν M =2 P I . Therefore, one should not try AIC with a large number of mixtures in the reference distribution. Besides, for small sample sizes, it may not be realistic to attempt to estimate too complicated models (see M ISE(ν 0 ) in Table 1 for M17 to M20). M ISE(ν0): benchmark average integrated squared error. Sample size: n = 250. Models M1-M20 distributed by complexity: M1-M6 (simple models); M7-M10 (two components models); M11-M16 (models with more than two components);
M17-M20 (other complex models).
Nevertheless, including a complex reference distribution, i.e. large M , is reasonable for large enough datasets. The AIC criterion succeeds in selecting a suitable M as can be seen in all the considered scenarios. For moderate and large sample sizes (n = 250, 500), results with the AIC selection equal or even outperform the bestν M P I . The strength of the new proposal can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 . M ISE(ν0): benchmark average integrated squared error. Sample size: n = 500. Models M1-M20 distributed by complexity: M1-M6 (simple models); M7-M10 (two components models); M11-M16 (models with more than two components);
In more detail, for Simple models and n = 250, 500, the three bandwidth selectors show a similar behaviour in models M1 to M4. As expected, the rule of thumb outperforms the other selectors in model M1, which corresponds with the circular uniform. However, the behaviour shown by the rule of thumb in models M5 and M6 is quite poor, compared with the plug-in selector which is the best in these cases. Likelihood cross-validation is worse than plug-in, although better than the rule of thumb. Note that M5 is the wrapped Cauchy distribution and M6 is the wrapped skew-Normal, confirming the adecquate performance of the plug-in rule for estimating highly peaked and asymmetric distributions.
In the Two components models, the performance ofν RT is extremely poor for model M7 (antipodal modes), and is also far from satisfactorily for models M8 and M10. The plug-in ruleν P I provides good results for all the models in this group (compared with the optimal MISE, M ISE(ν 0 )), whereasν LCV seems to be a competitor except for model M10.
For the next group of models, More than two components, the rule of thumb seems not consistent (except for model M15, which is almost flat). The plug-in rule and the likelihood cross-validation bandwidth behave similarly. Finally, for Other complex models (except for M20), the plug-in rule outperforms the other selectors.
Summarizing, for n = 250 and after testing for significant differences between the MISE values, we can conclude that the plug-in rule is the best option in models M5, M10, M17, M18 and M19. For the other models (except for flat or almost falt models M1, M4 and M15), the plug-in rule and the likelihood cross-validation selector behave similarly. For n = 500, the plug-in rule provides the best results in all the scenarios, being the likelihood cross-validation selector competitive in M1, M3, M4, M12, M13, M14, M15, M16 and M20. Thus, for moderate and large sample sizes, the proposed plug-in selector is the best for most models, and in general, it is always a good alternative.
Illustration with real data
In this section, the circular kernel density estimator is used to analyze two real data examples. Both of them are classical examples of asymmetric and bimodal distribution, respectively, regarding azimuths of cross-beds in a river and animal orientation behaviour.
Example 1. Cross-beds azimuths.
A classical dataset that shows an asymmetric distribution corresponds to azimuths of cross-beds in the Kamthi river. Originally analyzed by SenGupta and Rao (1966) and included in Table 1 .5 in Mardia (1972) , the dataset collects 580 azimuths of layers lying oblique to the principal accumulation surface along the river, being these layers known as cross-beds. A circular kernel density estimation has been computed for this dataset, considering three different bandwidth selectors: rule of thumb,ν RT , likelihood cross-validation,ν LCV and plug-in rule,ν P I .
Cross−beds azimuths
In Figure 2 (left panel), it can be seen that the estimators with the rule of thumb and the plug-in bandwidths perform similarly, fitting a unimodal distribution with negative (anticlockwise) asymmetry.
However, the likelihood cross-validation criterion provides a too large smoothing parameter, resulting in an undersmoothed fitted density. In this case, the number of selected mixtures by AIC was M = 2.
Example 2. Dragonflies orientation. Circular data also arises in animal orientation studies. Among the examples presented in Batschelet (1981) , we consider the orientation of 214 dragonflies with respect to the sun's azimuth. As it can be seen already from the circular plot in Figure 3 (right panel), this is a clear example of bimodal circular distribution. This dataset was also studied by Pewsey (2004) , who applied a test for circular reflective symmetry. In a situation like this one (opposite modes), the rule of thumb behaves quite poorly, as can be seen in Figure 3 
Final comments
The proposed procedure behaves satisfactorily for all the simulation scenarios and the real data examples, at a moderate computational cost in comparison with the likelihood cross-validation selector.
For instance, for the data examples, it took 3.82 seconds to compute the likelihood cross-validation bandwidth, whereas the plug-in rule selector was obtained in 1.17 seconds (with R code running in a regular laptop).
In practice, computational problems may disable the AIC output. These difficulties may appear in the implementation of the EM algorithm (which is available in the R package movMF) and/or from the numerical approximation of the integral in Step 2, which may not be finite. In this situation, the number of mixtures for the reference distribution is chosen as the one that provides the minimum valid AIC.
Just when no results can be obtained for the different values of M , the rule of thumb is chosen. It should be noticed that in our simulation study, this situation only occurred for model M3 (for n = 100, 9 out of 1000 samples needed M = 1, for n = 250, 3 out of 1000 samples), M6 (for n = 100, 2 out of 1000 samples) and M10 (for n = 100, 37 out of 1000 samples; for n = 250, 3 out of 1000 samples; for n = 500, 1 out of 1000 samples). It does not seem to be an issue for large sample size.
As commented in Section 2, and from what is seen in the results for model M7, one of the problems of the rule of thumb in the presence of antipodal modes is that it tends to provide uniform estimates for the circular density, which corresponds to a null concentration parameter in the von Mises family. A natural question arises: what would happen if a different parametric family, not including the uniform distribution, is used as a reference? We have also checked by simulations, considering the same models as the ones presented here, that setting a wrapped Cauchy in the minimization of the AMISE error in (2) provides better results than the rule of thumb, but far from the new plug-in rule proposal.
